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15
The Coulomb phase is an idealized state of matter, whose properties are determined by factors 16 beyond conventional considerations of symmetry, including global topology, conservation 17 laws and emergent order. Theoretically, Coulomb phases occur in ice-type systems like ice 18 and spin ice; in dimer models; and certain spin liquids. However, apart from ice-type systems, 19 more general experimental examples are very scarce. Here we study the partly-disordered 20 material CsNiCrF 6 and show that this material is a multiple Coulomb phase with signature 21 correlations in three degrees of freedom: charge configurations, atom displacements, and spin 22 configurations. We use neutron and x-ray scattering to separate these correlations, and to 23 determine the magnetic excitation spectrum. Our results show how the structural and magnetic 24
properties of apparently disordered materials may inherit, and be dictated by, a hidden 25 symmetry -the local gauge symmetry of an underlying Coulomb phase .  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43 The correlations and dynamics of conventional phases of matter can be summarized in terms 44 of broken symmetries [1] and the transverse (Goldstone) and longitudinal (Higgs) fluctuations 45 of their associated order parameters [2] . By contrast, in a Coulomb phase [3] , there is no long-46 range order and the cooperative behavior of the local degrees of freedom is best described by 47 a field, whose emergent symmetry is that of the electromagnetic field. Any ground state of the 48 local degrees of freedom can be represented by a non-divergent field (i.e. divB=0, see Fig. 1A The charge ice structure can be addressed in two ways: the average crystal structure can be 92 studied by conventional diffraction experiments, and departures from the average due to 93 (correlated) disorder can be investigated by measuring structural diffuse scattering [28] . To  94  investigate the average structure, we performed single crystal neutron diffraction and  95 synchrotron powder x-ray diffraction experiments. Refinement of crystallographic models 96 against these data indicate three features: firstly, the average structure is well described by that 97 of the mixed metal fluoride pyrochlores (see Fig. 1D identify one of these pinch points in the experimental data. In Fig. 3A , a triangular region of 115 intensity around (h,h,0) sharpens inward, towards (2,2,0). Cuts through the experimental data 116 (Fig. 3D ) confirm that the scattering sharpens toward the (2,2,0) Bragg point, and that this 117 feature is therefore a type of pinch point. The very weak intensity of the inner part of the 118 pattern prevents us from concluding on the exact nature of the features around (0,0,2), but the 119 intense diffuse scattering pinching in toward (0,0,6) at the limit of our wave vector coverage 120 suggests another pinch point, as expected from the calculation. , we can make a local distortion throughout the structure (Fig. 1D) The introduction of the cation correlations and local distortion of the octahedra has a strong 148 effect on the calculated structural diffuse scattering -the local distortions redistribute the 149 weight of the pure configurational disorder pattern towards larger wave vector, suppressing the 150 part in the center of the pattern (Fig. 3C ) but leaving the pinch point at (2,2,0) described above. 151
Furthermore, the combination of cation correlations and local anion displacements modifies 152 the topology of the available Cs + positions from discrete pockets in the average structure (i.e. 153 a split site), to continuous displacements on the surface of a sphere, which on average resembles 154 a large, isotropic displacement parameter as observed. If the framework cations are random, 155 the local distortions still improve the bond valence sums, and still have the same effect on the 156 Cs + displacement topology, but the diffuse scattering is a featureless response from the random 157 cations convoluted with weighting to larger wave vector due to the displacements. 158 159
Every tetrahedron has four edges with a displacement and two without, a condition that can 160 readily be represented by an ice rule on a single tetrahedron, but the relationship between ice 161 rule and fluxes requires a sign change in `up' and `down' tetrahedra, since anions are displaced 162 toward a cation in both of the tetrahedra of which the cation is a member. An alternative 163 identification of the Coulomb phase in the displacements can be made: the edges of the 164 tetrahedra with a non-displaced F -anion (or matching cations at each end) select two of the 165 links of the diamond lattice that terminate at the diamond lattice point at the center of the 166 tetrahedron (Fig. 1D) ; each cation is a member of another such pair on adjacent tetrahedra, 167 similarly selecting two diamond lattice links on these tetrahedra ( Fig. 1D, E Here we see that the gapless behavior at 223 the pinch point is preserved at small wave vector relative to the pinch point (e.g. (1.1,1.1,-1.1), 224 but a broad peak with a distinct dispersion appears beyond this. Beyond (1.5,1.5,-1.5), the peak 225 becomes very weak and much broader, dispersing back downward as far as it can be followed. 226
The temperature dependence of the width of the susceptibility at two generic wavevectors is 227 linear with the temperature, as shown in Fig. 5D , with a finite response at the lowest 228 temperature. The width of the dispersive feature has essentially the same temperature 229 dependence. In Fig. 5E we summarize our data for nodal lines, showing the sinusoidal 230 dispersion of the fast dynamics. 231 232
CsNiCrF 6 affords the possibility of studying the dynamics of a magnetic Coulomb phase with 233 full wave vector and frequency information. Interestingly, many features of these dynamics 234 are similar to those of the classical spin liquid phase of the pyrochlore Heisenberg 235
antiferromagnet. In particular, monopole current density is signified by the wave vector-236 independent relaxation rate with linear temperature at generic wave vectors [14] . Along the 237 nodal lines, the response at and close to the pinch point is gapless. This is consistent with the 238 presence of relaxational dynamics at the pinch point and diffusional dynamics at small wave 239 vector but more extensive measurements would be required to confirm the expected data 240 collapse for spin diffusion. We clearly see a feature that disperses up from the pinch point. 241
The dispersion on the nodal lines is periodic with respect to the pinch points (and identical for 242 the two nodal lines). When compared qualitatively with the prediction of Fig. 2B [16]. The calculation is for T=0 and incorporates no structural disorder or modulation of the 360 magnetic moment size by site, so its pinch points are extremely sharp and better defined than 361 vector scans at pinch points and points on the structure factor of panel A where relaxational 368 dynamics are expected (see Fig. 2 ) all have the same width (small numbers adjacent to a data 369 series indicate an arbitrary offset that has been applied to help distinguish them, the real 370 intensity of these series is essentially identical, lines are fits to a gapless quasielastic Lorentizan 371 line shape). C: Constant wave vector scans along the nodal line (h,h,-h) show a gapless 372 spectrum at small |k|, followed by an upward dispersive peak for 0.2<|k|<0.5, followed by 373 broad, weak signals of decreasing intensity (lines are fits to a damped harmonic oscillator line 374 shape with pole at finite energy). D: The width of the relaxational dynamics signal is linear in 375 T, with a significant intercept at low temperature. The width of the dispersive peak at (1.5,1.5,-376 1.5) has an essentially identical temperature dependence. E: Summary of the nodal line 377 dynamics, showing gapless behavior close to the pinch point, replaced by dispersive fast 378 dynamics and weak broad scattering. The points and line indicate the dispersion of the 379 susceptibility peak along both nodal lines and in both directions from the pinch point, folded 380 into reduced units. The color map is an interpolation of the susceptibility measured in the 381 constant wave vector scans (along (h,h,-h)). 
Materials and Methods [References 47-56]: 387
Our main sample is a single crystal of CsNiCrF 6 , used and described in [25, 26] Our numerical model of the structural diffuse scattering was encoded specifically by ourselves. 466
The average crystal structure is built in a cubic supercell of the pyrochlore unit cell of size 467 L=6,12. We establish an ice rule configuration of cations on the pyrochlore lattice by first 468 tiling it with hexagonal loops (supercell sizes of L=6,12 are required to ensure complete 469 coverage, such a tiling is illustrated in Ref.
[56]). Starting in the lowest layer of the lattice, a 470 hexagon-loop covering is constructed with probabilistic choice between two possible origins. 471
On moving up to the next layer where sites are not covered by hexagons, the layer configuration 472 is again chosen probabilistically. Once every site of the whole lattice is assigned to a hexagon, 473 the covering can be permuted, again probabilistically, so that each possible growth direction of 474 the hexagon coverage is equally represented. Within individual hexagons sites are assigned 475 alternating up/down pseudo-spins, again choosing probabilistically between the two possible 476 configurations. At this point, a specific ice-rule obeying pseudo-spin configuration has been 477 generated, but one which does not have power-law correlations. The full power-law correlation 478 function is obtained by propagating a large number of loop moves, allowing loops of any length 479 and winding loops. Simulation of the magnetic neutron scattering pattern using spin 480 configurations generated in this way will result in the T=0 scattering pattern of the pyrochlore 481
Heisenberg antiferromagnet or spin ice, depending which type of spin is associated with the 482 pseudo-spin configuration. For the structural simulation, pseudospin orientation is converted 483 into cation identity, and we identify those tetrahedron edges with mixed cation pairs and shift 484 
